FREE SPEECH FOR ONE IS FREE SPEECH FOR ALL

FREE SPEECH FIGHT IS ON IN KANSAS CITY

By G. H. Porey.

I am not going to stand for any
zinctards and I am not going to stand
for any process. I told that the event
in Kansas City was simply an attempt
to silence the critics, to keep them from
speeching and to stifle the criticism.

There is a world-wide movement for
free speech and free thought, and we
must fight for it, or we shall lose it.
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THE CHANGING VIEWPOINT.

THAT ENGLISH SETTLEMENT.

They argue they have been here since the time of the British crown. They claim that their ancestors were the first to settle in the area. They refer to the "right of discovery" as a legal principle to support their claim.

But the original inhabitants of the area, the First Nations peoples, have been here for thousands of years. They are the true owners of the land and the stewards of the natural environment.

The British crown did not have the authority to make treaties with the First Nations peoples. The treaties were made with individual chiefs and not with the entire nation.

The settlement of the area by the British crown was not a justifiable action. It was based on the misconception that the land was empty and available for settlement.

The First Nations peoples have a right to their land and their way of life. They have been here for centuries and have a deep connection to the land.

The British crown did not have the right to abolish their way of life and impose their own culture and way of living.

The British crown did not have the right to impose their own laws and regulations on the First Nations peoples.

The British crown did not have the right to impose their own language on the First Nations peoples.

The British crown did not have the right to impose their own religion on the First Nations peoples.

The British crown did not have the right to impose their own education system on the First Nations peoples.

The British crown did not have the right to impose their own healthcare system on the First Nations peoples.

The British crown did not have the right to impose their own legal system on the First Nations peoples.

The British crown did not have the right to impose their own political system on the First Nations peoples.
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INTERESTS NOT IDENTICAL

I. W. M. Wall did not suit socialist interest—gives recommendation to Woodrow Wilson.

Temple, Oct. 4, 1911.

Charles F. Faust, an affiliate of the American Federation of Labor, had a meeting last night at the Ku Klux Klan.

The following morning we found him back for a co-operative and exulted over our victory.

The new day had been the fact that he still retained all the periodical sections of the I.W.W.

But my case he did work. The teacher could not be so much interested in music, but that he had his own little way of doing things, and that his way was the way of the I.W.W.

I am sure he did work. The teacher could not be so much interested in music, but that he had his own little way of doing things, and that his way was the way of the I.W.W.

The following morning we found him back for a co-operative and exulted over our victory.

Our industrial system is vitiated with the poison of monopoly and the selfish interests of the industrial dictator who seeks to control the entire economic life of the world. This has led to a continuous growth of the power of the employer class, until they have become the masters of the world.

In the face of this new situation, the I.W.W. is determined to carry on the fight in the face of this new situation, the I.W.W. is determined to carry on the fight for the rights of the working class.

“arby and his brother, ‘That’s what it means to be an American.’

I. W. W. PREAMBLED

The working class and the employing class have no common interest. There can be no peace so long as hunger and want are found among millions of the working poor, and the few, who make up the employing class, have all the good things of life.

The two classes have a struggle must go on until the workers of the world unite and class struggle must be continued until the workers of the world organize as a class, take possession of the earth and the products of nature, and completely revolutionize the mode of production in the economic sphere.

We find that the center of management of industry is found in the hands of one man, or in all industries, or if possible, workers who are owner in every department of the factory, making an injury to one an injury to all.

Instead of the conservative motto, “a fair day’s wages for a fair day’s work,” the I.W.W. demands an open shop and an end to all combinations against workingmen. We demand an open shop as the only means to prevent a blacklist and to give the laborer a chance to support his family.

This absolutely eliminates all one-day strikes and gives the employer the power to fire any man he wishes, because the workers have no union to protect them. The only power that can be exalted above all others is the employer class. This is also good for the workers. It will help the employer class to get rid of their present attitude after their masters the workers can do this. The whole industrial policy of the employers and the workers is One Big Union. By uniting their forces, the workers can demand that their employers should have the power to fire any man they wish. They can set the price on the commodity which the employer class claims and they can set the price on the wages they can set. If they cannot get a price they will not be production. If they can get a price they will not have to depend on the fluctuation of the markets. If they can get a price they will be able to compete with the employer class.

The time has come when the miners can work for less wages, and when the workers can get the wages they want. When the workers get the wages they want, they can cut down the number of working hours and give the workers more leisure time.

The I.W.W. demands that the worker shall be paid the wage he demands, whether he be paid the price of his labor or not. The worker shall be paid the price of his labor, and the price of his labor shall be the wage he demands. The wage shall be the price of his labor. The worker shall be paid the price of his labor, and the price of his labor shall be the wage he demands.